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Abstract 
Fast fashion is the process retailers use to quickly and efficiently move designs from the runway 
to stores. The process comes at great cost to the garment workers in the manufacturing facilities 
producing the clothes. Because the retailers want to offer the clothes at an affordable to price to 
consumers, they ask for cheaper prices from their overseas manufacturing factories, which attempt to 
lower costs, often at the expense of the garment worker’s safety. The dangers of this system are evident 
through the Rana Plaza collapse, which killed 1,132 people. Because garment workers are not directly 
employed by the retail companies, the courts ruled that the companies did not owe a duty of care 
towards the garment workers and were not liable for the tragedy. This proposal aims to demonstrate 
the potential increased liability brands should have through joint liability. Joint liability is the legal idea 
that two or more parties are held legally liable. In this case, both the retail companies and the 
subcontracted factories would legally owe a duty of care toward the garment workers. Increasing the 




Fast fashion is the process that retailers use to quickly and cheaply move designs from the 
runway to stores. This method of production has plagued the fashion industry for years. Fast fashion has 
created a culture of overconsumption, because of how quickly products are overturned, consumers 
have bought into the mindset that we need the newest and on trend item. Retailers now create quick 
designs based off designer runway shows not meant for long term wear, which creates a constant 
demand from shoppers for new designs and cheaper prices. Companies then look for possible areas to 
squeeze cost margins so that they can keep retail costs low and increase their profit margins. To do this, 
companies apply pressure to the manufacturing factories from which they source their labor. This 
pressure on the management of these factories trickles down on to the garment workers  (Darmiento 
2020). Since the presence of globalization has increased, many retail companies contract with factories 
in other countries: one specific country that is a large exporter of clothes is Bangladesh (Li 2019).  
 In 2013, the Rana Plaza factory, in Bangladesh, collapsed killing 1,132 people. This tragic 
accident occurred, because while other businesses in this Plaza closed when cracks began to appear on 
the walls, garment factories refused to close to minimize costs. Garment workers were forced to come 
into work in the dangerous building out of fear of losing their jobs and not being able to support their 
families (Fashion Revolution 2017). Victims then sued brands, hoping to hold them liable. However, both 
Canadian and US courts have ruled large retail brands who manufactured their clothes in Rana Plaza did 
not hold any liability in the disaster (Perkel 2019, Kaye 2016). I plan to explore the role of joint liability 
would play in the fashion industry. Joint liability is the idea that more than one party holds liability 
(Anner 2013). In the fashion industry, both the retail brand and the factory would be liable for the 
conditions of the garment workers. Should joint liability be imposed on companies that use overseas 
manufacturing facility to create their garments? 
Background/Related work 
In the case “Abdur Rahaman v. J.C. Penney Corporation, Inc., et al”, the plaintiff who was the 
husband of Sharif A Belgum, a garment worker who died in the collapse, sued J.C. Penney, Walmart, and  
The Children's Place for her wrongful death (Justia US LAW 2016). This is an instrumental case in the 
United States that declared retail brands do not owe a duty of care to garment workers.  The court ruled 
this, because the garment workers are not directly employed by the retail brands. This case 
demonstrates the lack of liability large retail brands have regarding the working conditions of the 
garment workers.  
However, out of the tragedy of the Rana Plaza collapse came the Bangladesh Accord on Fire and 
Building Safety (2013), which is the first international, legally binding agreement between brands, trade 
unions, and the Bangladesh government. The Accord states that brands must only contract factories 
with safe building structures, have these factories audited by a third party, and must help pay for any 
renovations their factory may need to comply with building and fire safety standards. While this is one 
of the greatest improvements in worker safety in the garment industry, the Accord does not provide f or 
much needed additional safety measures and does not include several other garment manufacturing 
countries.  The Accord also does not address issues of liability for companies that manufacture their 
clothing in foreign countries such as Bangladesh.  Other factory disasters have happened since the 
signing of the Accord, such as a boiler explosion in Bangladesh (Clean Clothes Campaign 2019). This 
provides evidence that the limited liability that brands continue to have with respect to their contracted 
factories is not enough to protect worker safety.  
 The labor journal article: “Towards Joint Liability in Global Supply Chains: Addressing the Root 
Causes of Labor Violations in International Subcontracting Networks” (2013) was one of the first articles 
written after the Rana Plaza collapse, analyzing the liability retail brands currently have and their 
potential future liability. This article describes the presence of sweatshops in the US in the beginning of 
the 20th century and focuses on how the Jobber's agreement had increased the pay and working 
conditions of garment workers. Jobber’s agreements are a collective agreement between the garment 
workers and the factories, which guarantees the garment worker benefits for their work. Through 
applying this framework, the authors claim that increased regulation within the industry will provide a 
safer environment and will ensure that companies remain clients of the manufacturer for a specified 
period of time. Mandating liability for the clothing companies guarantees that the garment factory can 
create a healthy environment for its employees without needing to worry about the company leaving, 
because production, which is often the reason why production sites pressure their workers (Anner et al. 
2013).  
Other researchers have interviewed garment workers to understand the direct impact the lack 
of responsibility of brands have on them. One such source is: “Rana Plaza and its Aftermath Contested 
Understandings in the Global Garment Industry after Rana Plaza” (2019). The authors interviewed both 
garment workers and managers to understand the pressures that each party faces. They conducted 
seven focus groups comprised of 50 people each and included a survey that went out to 1,500 people. 
By directing placing different levels of management next to each other, this source provides insight into 
the effects retail brands have on both the management and employee levels. Other organizations such 
as Clean Clothes Campaign and the Fashion Revolution continually update the public on different 
fashion industry initiatives affecting the industry and specific brands. These sources highlight the 
dynamic between the retail brands, management of the subcontracted factories, and garment workers, 
which has inspired this proposal to analyze how joint liability will affect the working conditions of 
garment workers. 
Methods 
 I will conduct my research mainly using article analysis. I will use three different types of 
articles: journal articles, news articles, and activists blog posts. I will use articles that discuss the lack of 
liability clothing brands currently have (Kabeer et al. 2019) and what is necessary for a brand to have 
liability in the eyes of the court (Kuruvilla et al. 2020).  I will analyze different labor articles, from 
journals such as Comparative Labor Law and Policy Journal and  Industrial and Labor Relations Review, 
that describe liability in subcontracted factories and liability for fashion brands, understanding how the 
two affect each other and explore whether the standards set now actually help factory laborers. News 
articles from publications such as CBCNEWS, Triple Pundit: The business of Doing better, and Los Angeles 
Times will provide current updates on the fashion industry, specifically on information regarding the 
Rana Plaza collapse, liability updates, and legal cases. I will also examine the writings of Clean Clothes 
Campaign and Fashion Revolution, which their activist campaigns provide up to date information on new 
changes and changes they are trying to lobby for.  
I also plan on attending The Sustainable Fashion Forum online conference in April. While the 
speaker list for this year's conference has not been listed yet, this conference in the last five years of 
productions has consisted of keynote speakers who are leaders in transforming the fashion industry. 
Past speakers have included Kara Brody, senior sustainability manager at Adidas, and Orsola De Castro, 
co-founder of Fashion Revolution, which is a source I am using and leads current campaigns for garment 
workers’ rights. I am confident that this conference will provide additional evidence that will aid my 
investigation into how joint liability would affect garment workers’ conditions. By using a mix of sources, 
I will be able to provide an extended analysis of how imposing joint liability of retail brands will improve 
the working conditions of garment workers.  
 
Expected Results 
In the paper produced from my research, there will be a clear of how joint liability will improve the 
working conditions of garment workers. Through a deep analysis of what the current lack of liability for 
brands looks like now and what joint liability would contain, I will be able to depict how the working 
conditions of garment workers will improve. I will then be equipped to identify the changes needed in 
the fashion industry to make joint liability a reality. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, I seek to understand the relationship between the legal liability of retail brands and 
garment workers and answer whether joint liability should be implemented to hold retail brands 
responsible for their manufacturing conditions. Joint liability will increase the legal liability brands 
currently have. By increasing their liability, they will have a stake in the well-being of the garment 
workers producing their clothes. This will be evident through the analysis of journal articles, news 
articles, activists’ blog posts, and by attending The Sustainable Fashion Forum conference. These sources 
will allow me to investigate the impact joint liability will have on garment workers in factories 
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For this proposal, I am seeking funds as a stipend for my work and to cover the costs of attending the 
online conference. I will be using LMU’s rate for undergraduate research as my asking standard for 
hourly wages of $15/hour.  
(https://studentaffairs.lmu.edu/media/studentaffairs/ses/documents/Pay%20Rate%20Rubric_2021_Ne
w.pdf) 
My expected timeline for this project is 5 weeks of part-time work (20 hours/week) for a total of 100 
hours of work. 
 
Week 1&2: Extensive research, reading, and recording. 
Weeks 3: Attending 5-day online conference  
April 20-24: The Sustainable Fashion Forum Conference (online) 
Weeks 4&5: Brainstorm/organization of paper and production of paper 
 
$1500 Stipend for time spent producing research 
$50 Fee for The Sustainable Fashion Forum Conference (online) 
____________________________________________________ 
$1550 Total asking amount 
 
